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Chapter 1 : Placement Management System - Free Final Year Project's
Placement management system is a student/company information system which is a window based application created
in Core blog.quintoapp.com project has been developed on the basis of "Placement Cell" being presently used in the
University for storing and retrieving the information of students and companies who are registered in placement cell.

Project Objective This Placement Automation System project aims to build a Placement Automation System
that will facilitate the interaction between college students, the placement cell of the college and the recruiting
companies. The system will maintain student information such as grades, courses taken, endorsements from
faculty, etc. All this student information will be uploaded by the student and will be made public after
verification by the placement cell. This will ensure that companies that visit for recruitment can review student
credentials even before they reach the campus and they can also share these credentials with upper
management remotely. The system will be updated by job postings by the companies. Companies will be able
to share information regarding the job, payment and selection procedure. A schedule for the recruiting drive
will also be posted. Students who meet the criteria will be able to apply and will then be notified at each stage
of the recruitment. Further information about the company can be gathered by students. Students will be given
the opportunity to go through the company websites, employer review sites such as glassdoor. Students who
create such a profile will be mentioned as the contributor and the company will also be notified about which
students took a keen interest in knowing about the company. This will enable all the students in the
recruitment drive to be well read about the company before attending the interview. The Placement
Automation System will also enable the placement cell to easily spot trends and note statistics. For example
the system will enable the placement cell to find which type of company attracts the most students and how
many students prefer greater growth opportunities vs. Existing system The existing Placement Automation
System is for the placement cell to send out mass e â€” mails or through the presence of posters at a central
location. This Placement Automation System requires that a student constantly peruses their e â€” mail of the
posters to remain informed about the placement process. Every company that appears for recruitment will
demand student credentials and the lack of a computerised system for the same means that students will have
to make many copies for each company they interview for. In the existing systems surveys will be taken
separately to gauge the interest and the other trends in placements. Statistics will be calculated after
placements by compilation of all the different documents used for the placement. Proposed system In the
proposed Placement Automation System students need not worry about innumerable copies of each certificate,
instead the system will enable a greener and less paper intensive approach to placements. Companies will be
able to access student credentials on line and these can be shared to managers located elsewhere before a final
decision is taken. The possibility for student research into the company will give students an avenue to
impress the company even before the interview and it will help many more students to understand the
company they are interviewing for. The automated system will be able to produce graphs on trend and
statistics on demand for use by the placement cell. More Projects for You: The admin module of Placement
Automation System will be used by the placement cell. Through this module login IDs can be created for
students and the recruiting companies. Statistics and trends can be viewed through this module as well. The
admin will be able to approve job postings by the companies, student researched information of a company
and student credentials post verification. The student will be able to browse company job profiles, submit
reviews and apply to profiles they like. This module will send automated messages to a student about the
profiles they have applied to and automatic notifications will ensure no deadlines are missed. The recruiting
company can use this to post job profiles, browse student credentials, short-list students based on credentials
and accept students for the recruitment process. They will post updates about the process through this system.
They can also use this system to schedule individual meetings with a few students for further clarification.
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6 ABSTRACT The project named â€•Placement Management Systemâ€–, a student/company information system is a
web based system. The project is developed on the basis of â€•III Cellâ€– being presently used in the University for
storing and retrieving the information of students and companies who are registered in III Cell.

The goal is to communicate and document the essence of the project, primarily for informational purposes,
both within the University and to outside stakeholders. The Low-Risk Project Form provides a template for
providing this information. A low-risk project is typically described by a sentence or two of text in each of the
sections of the form. The level of detail in this documentation should be agreed upon mutually by the project
manager and the project sponsor, with additional input and guidance as appropriate from the key project
stakeholders. Medium-Risk Project Documentation Documentation for medium-risk projects should be more
detailed than for low-risk projects and the level of detail should be commensurate with the complexity of the
project in any case. You are strongly encouraged to use project planning software, e. The project plan should
include a Scope Plan, which includes the project objectives and the project deliverables, and which includes at
least a simple Work Breakdown Structure. The Resource and Staffing Plan should indicate clearly the
resources to be used and should indicate key or required staff. The Communication Strategy should articulate
the extent and nature of communications involved in the project. The Budget Plan should be appropriate to the
needs of the Project Sponsor. The Security Plan should identify anticipated security issues and indicate how
they will be addressed. The Testing Plan should be consistent with the complexity of the project and the
associated risks. A Training Plan, if appropriate, should outline plans for training of all anticipated and
intended users. High-Risk Project Documentation Documentation for high-risk projects should provide all of
the information required to initiate, plan, execute, monitor, and complete the project in a timely and
cost-effective manner. A detailed Scope Document should be included that clearly describes the project
objectives and the project deliverables. Plans for scope management should be provided and include
procedures for change control. The Resource and Staffing Plan should explain what resources people,
equipment, materials and what quantities of each should be used to perform project activities, and it should
provide a complete account of key or required staff. The Communication Plan should describe the processes
required to ensure timely and appropriate generation, collection, dissemination, storage, and ultimate
disposition of project information. The Budget Plan should be appropriate to the needs of the Project Sponsor
and should provide a complete accounting of costs for staffing, equipment, software, supplies, consulting, and
other costs. A life cycle cost or total cost of ownership, projected out at least 5 years, should be included.
Return to Skip Menu Footer Note: The contents of this website are a "living document" with adjustments
made based on experience and use.
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Chapter 3 : Project Report on Training and Placement Management System in Java Download
Download Java, JSP and MySQL Project on Training and Placement Management System with source code, report,
synopsis and documentation. Download Java Project.

The main objective for developing this project is to develop a discussion portal which consists of quiz
questions on different subjects. Students who want to take mock tests can use this application. It is a virtual
showcase for managing different types of organizations and institutions, academicians, industrialists. The
project Quiz Management System will reduce the amount of time spent by the employees of the company and
also provides a convenient and efficient means of reaching to persons using cutting-edge-technologies. This
application has a good appearance and is very easy to operate. It is very simple and easy to access at Java. It is
a very simple source code. It saves our time and money. This project provides a lot of features to manage in
very well manner. This project contains a lot of advance modules which makes the back end system very
powerful. The main objective for developing this project is to provide advertising facilities. It can help for
clients in developing their business by planning, creating handling and advertisement. It also provides time to
time current status information about business by advertisement. This project is useful for handling customers
information, managing employees details, taking orders.. The main objective for developing this project was
to automate the operations of the Hospital. There are lots of operations and functionality done in hospital
system, so I developed this project to automate all the functionality and maintain the data accuracy. As per the
current sceneario, the data accuracy and the computerization is accepting globally, so this project will give the
hospital system a new way to maintain the records. The main objective for developing this project is to
provides powerful application designed to allow companies to their human resource works and manager their
employees more efficiently. This project has various modules are covered where HR department can update ,
delete, modify employees details from database and manage employee payment details, work allocation
details, off shore details, recruitment information, short listed candidates, project allocation, experience,
education details etc. The main objective for developing this project is to provide the information about
passenger details, seat availability, price per seat, bill generation and other things. It can help for manages the
details of all agent, tickets, rental details, and timing details. The charges are different for different buses. The
charges also depend on the distance the customer wants to travel. It also can maintain their facilities. It can
keep to record information like schedule and details of each bus. The purpose of the project is to build an
application program to reduce the manual work for managing details through internet. An E-Commerce portal
which will allow formal and informal merchants in developing countries to advertise and sell their goods on
the internet. This would permit rural communities to make their wares available to the rest of the world via the
World Wide Web. The objective of this project is to create an e-commerce web portal with a content
management system which would allow product information to be updated securely using a mobile device.
The web portal will have an online interface in the form of an e-commerce website that will allow users to buy
goods from the merchants. There are two types of users available in the project, first one is Customer and
second one is Admin. Customers user have limited access right to access the system, while the admin users
have full control over the system. It can also managed daily transactions with intake and outgoing data. It also
provides time to time current status information related to stock. It can be used to store the details of the
inventory, update the inventory based on the sale details, produce receipts for sales, generate sales and
inventory reports periodically etc. The purpose of the project is to build an application program to reduce the
manual work for managing the stock. The main objective for developing this project is to managing users
contact details, phone numbers, and address. There a lots of other features has been added for online address
book and one of these is attaching a profile picture for particular contact. The main objective for developing
this project is to manage Student details, prospective Students, Student Marks Details, Student Attendance
Records and all the Students related data. This system is very useful for schools, colleges and universities.
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This project is a student-level data collection system. This project contains a lot of advance modules which
makes the back end system very powerful Java Projects on Bug Tracking System Posted on Thursday, May
12, - Bug Tracking System is the system which enables to detect the bugs. It not merely detects the bugs but
provides the complete information regarding bugs detected. Bug Tracking System ensures the user of it who
needs to know about a provide information regarding the identified bug. Using this no bug will be unfixed in
the developed application. The developer develops the project as per customer requirements. In the testing
phase the tester will identify the bugs. Whenever the tester encounters number of bugs he adds the bug id and
information in the database. The tester reports to both project manager and developer. The bug details in the
database table are accessible to both project manager and developer. When a customer puts request or orders
for a product to be developed. The project manager is responsible for adding users to Bus Tracking System
and assigning projects to the users. The project manager assigns projects to the developers. The developer
develops the projects as per customer requirements.
Chapter 4 : Java JSP and MySQL Project on Training and Placement Management System | FreeProjectz
This project Training and Placement Management System has been developed on Java, JSP, and MySQL database.
Our website blog.quintoapp.com provides many types of java software projects to be developed as the final year college
project for students.

Chapter 5 : Campus Recruitment System Project | NevonProjects
Are you looking for placement management system project documentation? Get details of placement management
system project blog.quintoapp.com collected most searched pages list related with placement management system
project documentation and more about it.

Chapter 6 : Online Placement Management System (OPMS) | Free source code, tutorials and articles
abstract for placement management system - Download as Word Doc .doc /.docx), PDF File .pdf), Text File .txt) or read
online. this is a abstract for placement mangement system project using java.

Chapter 7 : Placement Automation System Project in Java - ProjectsGeek
This system is an online application that can be accessed throughout the organization and outside as well with proper
login provided. This system can be used as an application for the Online Placement Agency to manage the member
information with regards to placement.

Chapter 8 : Project list-Free Student Projects
This application is designed to develop a Placement Management system to assist the placement officer's to maintain
the student data and sort them according to the percentage criteria required for the company and student can review
his/her data overcoming the drawbacks of the existing system.

Chapter 9 : Placement Management System C# with XAML Project Report | Projects
Placement management System, developed for various colleges' placement cell. The Placement Management System
is for the students and companies which maintains the database for the students where all the students' records are
entered including their academic details and their personal details.
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